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TO: 	DIRECTOR, FBI 

;)) FROM: SAC„ MEMPHIS (157-1067) (P) 
SUBJECT; BLACK ORGANIZING YROJECT (BOP), aka 91  . 	Invaders 
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Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of LHM -captioned as above and dated 11/15/68. 

Copies of LHM being furnished U. S. Attorney, Memphis; U. S. Secret Service, Memphis; and regional offices y cl Military Intelligence. 

Source One is11111. 
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Lt. E. H. ARKIN, Intelligence Bureau, Memphis Police Department, participated in interviews outlined in LHM inasmuch as he too bad gotten a complaint regarding the Invaders o activity; also he had p fi%les of photographs of Invaders to be shown for identi 	 and ellApination purposes. 
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Special gent in Charge 
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Will contiri'- to follow and report pertinent information regarding the Invaders. 
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A review of Federal criminal statutes revealed no logical Federal violation with regard to the placement of the "Damn the Army Join the Invaders" sticker. The Federal Office Building is not a government reservation. 
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